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Young Israel of Hollywood-Fort Lauderdale (“YIH”) is chartering BSA Units Pack 18 and Troop 
18 BT, and Troop 18 GT (“Units”), subject to the following understanding: 

General and Philosophical Guidelines 
1. All Scout Activities that involve food will be Kosher to YIH Standards. 
 
2. All Unit gear, campsites, and activities sponsored by the unit will be held to strictly 
Shomer Shabbat Standards, as understood by YIH. 
 
3. All Campouts shall include at least one Shomer Shabbat Jew. 
 
4. The Units shall maintain a Chaplain, that shall serve on the Unit Committees, approved 
by YIH, who shall be responsible for maintaining the religious standards. 
 
5. The Units shall only actively recruit Jewish Youth and the Unit Committee will only 
appoint Jewish leaders, the standard of which is “represents themselves as Jewish.”  Unit 
Committee shall make certain that all Unit Leaders understand that as Scout Leaders, they are 
YIH Youth Program leaders, and should conduct themselves accordingly when wearing a Unit 
Uniform. 
 
6. Units may have scouts from families with a variety of backgrounds.  All communal 
religious activities fall under YIH guidelines.  Leaders should ensure that religious programming 
will be a positive experience for all scouts, regardless of familial levels of observance. 
 
7. All Leaders must be sensitive to the Orthodox Jewish nature of the charter organization 
and its leadership, and as Unit Leaders remember to conduct themselves in accordance with 
Jewish Values and YIH’s Shomer Shabbat and Kosher Guidelines.  No participating scout may 
be made to feel less than fully participating based upon his family’s level of observance. 
 
8. All religious activities for BSA Chartered Units shall conform with BSA’s Declaration of 
Religious Principle.  Scouts shall be encouraged, but never required or pressured, to participate 
in religious activities. 



Co-Educational Guidelines 
1. Boys and girls may participate in joint activities, but unrelated boys and girls should not 
be alone unsupervised.  Boys and Girls may participate in Cub Dens of mixed gender.  Boys 
and Girls shall be in gender separated Patrols. 
 
2. Unrelated boys and girls shall not share a tent together.  Mixed gender siblings, may 
share a tent when tenting with their families, but should tent with their patrols when tenting 
without them.  Boys may not enter girls tents and girls may not enter boys tents. 
 
3. When youth are tenting separately from their parents, the boy tents and girl tents shall 
be separated as much as practical in the campsite, with adult or family tents placed between the 
lines. 

Religious Services 
1. Religious Services shall be conducted under the guidance of the Chaplain and other 
designees by YIH. 
 
2. Religious Services shall be youth run as much as possible. 
 
3. All Scout Schedules shall set aside time for prayer. 
 
4. Units shall conduct prayer services as appropriate.  When girl and boy units are camping 
in proximity, the girl units should conduct a separate all-female youth led service, but at the 
discretion of the youth and adult leadership, they may join the boy units for a communal prayer 
service. 
 
5. The Chaplain may run, or designate another leader to run, a “youth groups” for younger 
Scouts during prayer time, in accordance with YIH communal guidelines. 


